#10: Adding single digit numbers

#9: Adding on to 10

#8: Adding on to 5

#7: Combining the number of dots

#6: Adding two more (numbers up to 20)

#5: Adding one more (numbers up to 20)

#4: Adding one more (numbers up to 10)

#3: Numbers on a number line (1-100)

#2: Numbers on a number line (1-30)

#1: Counting to 30

STUDENT NAMES

#20: Make 20

#19: Single digit subtraction

#18: Adding on (single digit addition)

#17: Make 10

#16: Adding single digit numbers

#15: Adding three numbers (each less than 6)

#14: Subtracting from 10 (missing number)

#13: Subtracting from 10

#12: Subtracting 2 from numbers

#11: Subtracting 1 from numbers
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#30: Subtract 40

#29: Subtract 30

#28: Subtract 20

#27: Subtract 10

#26: Adding on 50

#25: Adding on 40

#24: Adding on 30

#23: Adding on 20

#22: Adding on 10

#21: Single digit subtraction ( up to 20)
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#40: Mental strategies for addition (jump )

#39: Mental strategies for addition (split)

#38: Three times tables (3x)

#37: Ten times tables (10x)

#36: Five times tables (5x)

#35: Two times tables (2x)

#34: Subtracting multiples of 10

#33: Adding on multiples of 10

#32: Adding three single digit numbers

#31: Subtract 50
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#50: Six times tables (6x)

#49: Four times tables (4x)

#48: Three digit addition

#47: Mental strategies for three digit addition

#46: Subtract from 100

#45: Mental strategies for subtraction (adding
on to make 100)

#44: Two digit subtraction

#43: Mental strategy for subtraction (adding on)

#42: Mental strategies for subtraction (jump)

#41: Two digit addition

STUDENT NAMES

#60: Mental strategies for adding three numbers

#59: Halving numbers (up to 100)

#58: Multiplying by 100

#57: Multiplying by 10

#56: Division facts

#55: Times tables - missing number (division
preparation)

#54: Mixed times tables (1-10x)

#53: Nine times tables (9x)

#52: Eight times tables (8x)

#51: Seven times tables (7x)
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#70: Mental strategies for division (dividing
multiples of 10 by a single digit)

#69: Short multiplication

#68: Mental strategies for short multiplication

#67: Multiplying lots of 10 by a single digit
(missing number)

#66: Multiplying lots of 10 by a single digit

#65: Subtracting from 10000

#64: Subtracting from 1000

#63: Four digit subtraction

#62: Four digit addition

#61: Adding three numbers

STUDENT NAMES

#80: Mixed operations (e.g. 8 x 5 + 9 )

#79: Long division

#78: Long multiplication (three by two digits)

#77: Subtracting large numbers

#76: Adding large numbers

#75: Short multiplication (missing number)

#74: Three digit division

#73: Long multiplication

#72: Multiplying a two digit number by a
multiple of 10

#71: Three digit by a one digit division
(no remainders)

STUDENT NAMES

#83: Long multiplication (missing number)

#82: Order of operations (e.g. 47 x 8 + 24 x 6)

#81: Mixed operations (e.g. 81 x 9 + 42)

STUDENT NAMES

